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Abstract—We present experimental and theoretical studies of
coupled resonances in multiple silicon photonic crystal cavities
in an all-optical classical analogy to electromagnetically induced
transparency. Multiple implementation schemes are demonstrated,
such as two (in various configurations), and four cavities. The pho-
tonic crystal cavities are embedded in 2-D photonic crystal slabs
and designed in the overcoupled regime. Our observations include
measured transparency resonance lifetimes more than three times
the single-cavity lifetimes, Fano-like lineshapes, and stepwise res-
onance control through multiple aligned external optical pump
beams. All observed schemes are analyzed rigorously through
finite-difference time-domain simulations and the coupled-mode
formalism. Our experimental and theoretical results are applica-
ble to optical pulse trapping and all-optical dynamical storage of
light in the solid state.

Index Terms—Electromagnetically induced transparency, opti-
cal cavities, photonic crystals, slow light.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHOTONIC crystal nanocavities in 2-D photonic crys-
tal slabs with remarkably high quality factors (Q) and

wavelength-scale modal volumes (Vm ) have been achieved re-
cently [1], [2]. The strong photon localization and long pho-
ton lifetimes in these high-Q/Vm photonic crystal nanocavities
point to enhanced light–matter interactions, such as thermo-
optic nonlinearity and bistability [3], [4], Raman lasing [5],
[6], digital resonance tuning [7], and cavity quantum electro-
dynamics [8] in silicon nanophotonics. In-plane-type devices in
2-D photonic crystal slabs have been realized with high-Q/Vm
photonic crystal nanocavities, such as channel drop filters [9],
Fano interference [4], and dynamic control of the Q factor of
nanocavities [10].
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The all-optical analog to electromagnetically induced trans-
parency (EIT) [11] in 2-D photonic crystal cavities with dynam-
ical tuning has been proposed toward trapping photons, time re-
versal, and even ultimately stopping light beyond the previously
conceived delay–bandwidth limit [12]–[14]. Using a photonic
crystal waveguide side-coupled to cavities system, this phe-
nomenon has been rigorously examined theoretically [15], [16].
Recently, theoretical analyses in coupled whispering-gallery-
mode resonators have revealed the analogy between the coherent
effects in the classical system and EIT in an atomic system [17],
[18]. EIT-like effects were examined experimentally in coupled
whispering-gallery mode resonators, such as ultrahigh-Q sil-
ica microspheres [19], [20] and microring resonators [21]–[24],
with observations of slow group velocities and storing light on-
chip beyond the static bandwidth limit.

In EIT, the quantum destructive interference between tran-
sitions to a common energy level in atoms has led to a sharp
cancellation of absorption in the medium [11], resulting in phe-
nomena such as freezing light [25] and dynamical storage of
light in a solid-state system [26]. Fig. 1(a) illustrates the physics
of EIT in a three-level lambda-type scheme, which involves
two distinct polarization-sensitive resonances, ωp and ωc . The
atomic transitions from |1〉 to |3〉 and |2〉 to |3〉 define the absorp-
tion of the probe laser field with frequency ωp and the control
laser field with frequency ωc , respectively. The destructive in-
terference between the two absorption amplitudes, including
different excitation pathways from |1〉-|3〉 directly and from
|1〉-|3〉-|2〉-|3〉 indirectly, leads to an EIT transparent window
between two dressed states |3d〉 and |2d〉. Similar to atomic sys-
tems, where the interference is driven by a coherent laser field,
EIT-like effects can be remarkably observed through classical
means. For optical analog to EIT, as described in Fig. 1(b), each
optical resonance with frequency of ωA and ωB from two op-
tical resonators is analog to the transitions between the energy
levels in the atomic EIT system. The coupling strength Ωc be-
tween the two resonators acts as the control laser field, which is
determined by the frequency detuning (ωA − ωB ). The coherent
interference between two optical pathways will introduce EIT
transparency region between two resonances ωA and ωB .

Here, we present detailed experimental observations of all-
optical analog to EIT in coherently coupled standing wave pho-
tonic crystal cavities, with deterministic resonance- and phase
tuning through thermo-optic tuning method. This furthers from
our initial results shown in [27], with zero-separation (L = 0)
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Fig. 1. (a) In three-level Lambda-type scheme, the destructive interference
between the probe absorption amplitudes leads to EIT. The laser fields can drive
population from |1〉-|3〉 directly or from |1〉-|3〉-|2〉-|3〉 indirectly. These two
probability amplitudes for the different excitation pathways interfere destruc-
tively to create an EIT transparent window between two dressed states |3d〉 and
|2d〉. (b) In optical analog to EIT, each optical resonance with frequency of ωA

and ωB from two optical resonators is analog to the transitions between the
energy levels in the atomic EIT system. The coupling strength Ωc between the
two resonators acts as the control laser field. The coherent interference between
two optical pathways will introduce an EIT-like transparency region between
two resonances ωA and ωB .

between cavities, four cavity designs and initial measurements,
and detailed numerical simulations to support our measure-
ments. Our results demonstrate EIT-like transparency resonance
lifetimes more than three times the single-cavity lifetime, cavity
resonance tuning, and a full-range control in phase (0 to π). The
coupled photonic crystal cavities through a single “bus” waveg-
uide for coherent light manipulation overcome much of the
limitations on decoherence and bandwidth in atomic systems,
allowing applications toward on-chip optical pulse trapping and
all-optical dynamical storage of light.

II. DESIGN OF OPTICAL EIT-LIKE SYSTEM

The optical EIT-like system (Fig. 2) consists of a photonic
crystal waveguide side-coupled to two, three, or more high in-
trinsic quality factor (Q) photonic crystal cavities. Each cavity
consists of three missing air holes (L3) in an air-bridge trian-
gular lattice photonic crystal slab with thickness of 0.6a and
the radius of air holes is 0.29a, where the lattice period a =
420 nm, such as examined in [12] and [28]. Each cavity has
the nearest neighbor holes at the cavity edge that are shifted
(S1) by 0.15a to tune the radiation mode field for increased
intrinsic Q factors [29]. In order to optimize the in-plane op-
tical couplings between the L3 cavity and the photonic crystal
waveguide, the coupling quality factor Qc , the intrinsic qual-
ity factor Qint , and the total quality factor Qtot as a function
of the number of lattice layers in-between is developed with
full 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical simu-
lations (MEEP software developed in MIT) [30]. Q is directly
calculated from the total energy in the cavity and the power
outputted from the cavity [31]. The calculated modal volume is

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of optical EIT-like system including a waveguide side-
coupled to two or more cavities. (b) Example SEM of two photonic crystal L3
cavities side-coupled to a single photonic crystal waveguide. Each cavity has
the nearest neighbour holes at the cavity edge tuned by S1 = 0.15a to suppress
the vertical radiation loss by more than an order of magnitude compared to the
coupling rate. The green spots indicate two focused pump laser beams used for
thermo-optic tuning. (c) Cross-section SEM to illustrate suspended membrane
samples on all our measurements. Scale bar: 200 nm.

Fig. 3. (a) The Qint , Qv , and Qtot as a function of the number of lattice
layers between the L3 cavity and the photonic crystal waveguide calculated
with 3-D FDTD method. (b) Ey field of the fundamental mode of single L3
cavity for waveguide-to-cavity separation of three lattice layers. Inset: k-space
amplitudes for single L3 cavity, illustrating high radiation Q factor. (c) Ey -field
intensity of the coupled two-cavity transparency mode at midslab.

∼ 0.74 cubic wavelengths [(λ/n)3 ]. As shown in Fig. 3(a), for
a single tuned (s1 = 0.15a) L3 cavity coupled to the photonic
crystal waveguide, Qc has a strong dependence on the number of
lattice layers between the cavity and the waveguide, while Qint
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is almost constant ∼60,000 for all the different lattice layers.
For three lattice layers (the center-to-center waveguide-to-cavity
separation is 2

√
3a), Qc is around 1600, and Qtot ∼ 1560. In

this paper, we deliberately designed the ratio of Qint to Qc to be
high (∼37.5) in each cavity, so as to operate in the overcoupled
regime with vertical radiation loss well suppressed for in-plane
cavity–cavity interference. With tuning of three air holes at cav-
ity edge, the Qint can reach up to 100,000, which will reduce the
vertical radiation loss further more [32]. Fig. 3(b) shows the Ey

field of the resonance mode midslab from 3-D FDTD simulation
for waveguide-to-cavity separation of three lattice layers.

In our five example device implementations shown in this
paper, the in-plane center-to-center separation L between the
cavities ranges from zero (sample 1), 10a (sample 2), 11a (sam-
ple 3), 12a (sample 5), to 142a (sample 4). When the reso-
nance frequencies of two cavities ω1 and ω2 overlap (with
δ = 2τtotal(ω1 − ω2) �= 0, where τtotal is the loaded lifetime
of individual cavity) and the round-trip phase 2φ between two
cavities satisfy the condition of forming a Fabry–Pérot reso-
nance (2nπ), the current system represents an all-optical analog
of atomic EIT. The system will support two degenerate modes
at the frequency of (ω1 + ω2)/2. One mode decays slower com-
pared to a single cavity, the other mode decays faster. The mode
with decay slower than the single-cavity lifetime gives rise to the
EIT-like spectral feature [33]. When δ < ∼3.5, QEIT > Qtotal
so that the condition of EIT-like coherent interference is sat-
isfied. Fig. 3(c) shows the Ey -field intensities of transparency
mode in the dark state of the two coupled L3 cavities from 3-D
FDTD simulation.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The devices are fabricated with 248-nm deep UV lithography
in a silicon-on-insulator substrate. The silicon layer is 250 nm
thick and on top of 1 µm buried oxide, which is sacrificially
etched to form air-bridged photonic crystal slabs. An example
SEM of one of the device samples is shown in Fig. 2(b). The
measured lattice period is bounded within 422.97 ± 1.65 nm
with hole radius of 121.34 ± 1.56 nm, and a feature ellipticity
of 1.57 ± 0.79 nm [34]. An in-line fiber polarizer and a polar-
ization controller are used to couple TE polarization light from
an amplified spontaneous emission source ranging from 1525
to 1610 nm into the waveguide through a tapered lensed fiber.
A second tapered lensed fiber collects the transmission from the
waveguide output that is sent to an optical spectrum analyzer
with 10-pm resolution.

For sample 1, the distance L between two cavities is zero, as
shown in Fig. 4, which is a particular case to satisfy the condi-
tion of forming a Fabry–Pérot resonance (the round-trip phase
between the two cavities is zero) [14]. The current system is
in consistency with the case of nonorthogonal modes in R[15],
which represents an all-optical analog of atomic EIT. Fig. 5(a)
shows the measured transmission spectrum of the EIT-like sys-
tem with L = 0. The EIT-like lineshape is apparent and the full-
width at half maximum (FWHM) of the EIT-like transparency
peak is ∼0.2 nm, corresponding to a QEIT of 7500, which is
much higher than the measured Qtot of each L3 nanocavity,

Fig. 4. (a) Ey -field intensity of the coupled-cavity transparency mode at
midslab for L = 0. (b) SEM images of two photonic crystal L3 cavities side-
coupled to a photonic crystal waveguide for L = 0. Each cavity has the nearest
neighbor holes at the cavity edge tuned by s1 = 0.15a to suppress the vertical
radiation loss by more than an order of magnitude compared to the coupling
rate.

Fig. 5. (a) Measured transmission lineshape of the EIT-like system for sample
1 (L = 0). Inset: Near-field image of the light emitted from the defect region on
the transparency peak (1526.21 nm). (b) The EIT-like transmission spectra with
different wavelength detuning calculated from 3-D FDTD method. The black
line denotes the single cavity resonance.

which is ∼1900. The width of the EIT-like peak, indicating the
coherent interference between the two cavity modes, is depen-
dent on the wavelength detuning (ω1 − ω2), which is induced
by the fabrication nonperfection in the present sample and is not
tunable. The IR image at the wavelength of EIT transparency
peak is shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a), showing the strong op-
tical excitation of both nanocavities for coherent interference
between them. Fig. 4(a) shows the Ey field distribution of the
transparency resonance mode with 3-D FDTD method. The di-
electric constant is 12.11 and 11.975 for the upper cavity and
the lower cavity, respectively. The dielectric constant of the sil-
icon slab is 12.11. Fig. 5(b) plots the calculated EIT-like trans-
mission spectra with different dielectric constants of 11.975
(longest resonant wavelength), 11.95 (middle resonance), and
11.925 (shortest resonant wavelength) for the lower cavity. The
quality factor of EIT transparency peak is around doubled com-
pared to single L3 cavity (black line). As the dielectric constants
of two nanocavities are closer to each other, so as to the two
resonant frequencies, the width of the transparency peak gets
narrower.

The transmission lineshape of the optical EIT system is de-
pendent on the resonance detuning δ between two cavities and
the cavity–cavity round-trip phase 2φ. Next, we use a thermo-
optic method to tune both δ and φ simultaneously. Two 532 nm
continuous-wave green lasers are focused to within a 5 µm spot
size at both a cavity region and the connecting waveguide re-
gion [Fig. 6(a)] through an objective lens to locally perturb the
silicon refractive index [35]. For silicon, the temperature depen-
dence of the refractive index dn/dT is 1.85 × 10−4 /K at room
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Fig. 6. (a) SEM image of two photonic crystal L3 cavities side-coupled to
a photonic crystal waveguide, where the green circles illustrate two focused
pump laser beams used for thermo-optic tuning. (b) Measured and theoretical
transmission lineshapes with various detuning (δ = 2τtota l (ω1 − ω2 ), where
τtota l is the loaded lifetime of individual cavity) for sample 2 (L = 11a).
(c) Measured and theoretical transmission lineshapes with various detuning for
sample 3 (L = 10a). Solid black lines show experimental data and red dashed
lines show theoretical fits.

temperature. Pump positions and powers are carefully selected
so that both δ and φ are precisely controlled for coherent
interference.

The solid curves in Fig. 6(b) illustrate the measured transmis-
sion spectra of the EIT-like photonic crystal system for various
pump powers (from 0 to 1.40 mW) for sample 2. The linear
relationship between the wavelength shift and the pump power
is ∼1.32 nm/mW. Fig. 6(b)(i) shows the initial transmission
spectrum for two uncoupled standing wave cavities, with two

separated Lorentzian lineshapes, where the cavity resonances
are λ1 = 1548.63 and λ2 = 1549.45 nm, respectively. The fab-
rication nonperfection results in the difference of two cavity
resonances, which is 0.82 nm for sample 2. Measured total
(loaded) quality factors for single cavities are Qtot,1 ∼ 4000 and
Qtot,2 ∼ 3600, estimated from the full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM), and the intrinsic cavity Qint is ∼60,000, as estimated
from the ∼22.5 dB transmission dips. The discrepancy between
measured and calculated total quality factors is due to the fluctu-
ation of the resonance frequency of the cavity mode [9]. As the
pump power is increased, both cavity resonances are red-shifted
and the resonance detuning between two cavities (δω) is nar-
rower. Cavity 1 is located closer to the pump laser spot and has
larger wavelength red shift than cavity 2. For example, when the
pump power is 0.28 mW, the detuning δ is 2.74, and an EIT-like
transparency peak is distinctively observed. With further de-
crease in detuning δ, the transparency peak gets progressively
narrower, shown in Fig. 6(a)(ii)–(iv), indicating increased co-
herent interference between two cavities. The FWHM of the
symmetric transparency peak in Fig. 6(a)(iv) is ∼0.12 nm, or
a QEIT of 13,000, sizably larger than the loaded Q of each
L3 cavity and a longer photon delay than two noninteracting
cavity lifetimes. Moreover, under stronger pump excitation,
Fig. 6(a)(v) and (vi) now shows asymmetric Fano-like line-
shapes ranging from the higher frequency edge [Fig. 6(a)(v)] to
the lower frequency edge [Fig. 6(a)(vi)], due to departure of the
round-trip phase (2φ) from 2nπ. In these figures, we show the
unprocessed measurement data, with Fabry–Pérot noise oscilla-
tions at the side frequencies due to the reflection at the waveg-
uide facets, which can be removed with integrated fiber-to-strip
waveguide spot-size converter [36]. Furthermore, we verified
the mode field distributions under controlled tuning, where for
the example case of Fig. 6(a)(iii), radiation from both cavities
is observed when the input laser is tuned to 1549.29 nm. When
detuned from the transparency peak and at either 1549.08 nm or
1549.55 nm, only a single cavity predominantly radiates with
the even symmetry of fundamental cavity mode. These EIT-like
observations are further confirmed with sample 3, as shown in
Fig. 6(c), where two cavities have very small resonance detuning
initially, and the resonance wavelengths are λ1 = 1549.10 nm
and λ2 = 1548.80 nm, respectively. The measured total quality
factors are Qtot,1 ∼ 4100 and Qtot,2 ∼ 3100. Without any ex-
ternal pumping, the transmission spectrum shows asymmetric
Fano-like lineshapes [in Fig. 6(c)(vi)]. With pump tuning, the
two cavity resonances separate and the strong in-plane coherent
coupling results in clear observations of the EIT-like lineshapes,
as shown in Fig. 6(c)(ii)–(v). The FWHM of the transparency
peak in Fig. 6(c)(v) is ∼0.15 nm, or a QEIT of 10,400.

In the previous two series of experiments, the pump light in-
fluences both the cavity–cavity detuning δ and phase difference
φ due to the limited separation between two cavities. In order to
control δ and φ independently with two pump laser beams, the
in-plane separation of two cavities is designed to be L = 142a
(or ∼=60 µm). Fig. 2(b) shows the SEM picture of the fabricated
device. The initial resonance wavelengths are λ1 = 1535.80 nm
and λ2 = 1539.01 nm, respectively. The measured total quality
factors Qtot,1 and Qtot,2 are ∼4000. As illustrated in Fig. 2(b),
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Fig. 7. (a) Measured and theoretical transmission lineshapes with various
phase difference ∆φ at δ = 1.92 for sample 4 (L = 142a). Solid black lines show
experimental data and red dashed lines show theoretical fits. (b) Corresponding
theoretical transmission phase shift. The dotted gray lines show the position of
the EIT-like transparence peak for ∆φ = 0.

two pump beams are aligned with one at cavity 1 to perturb
the resonance and the other at the connecting photonic crystal
waveguide to tune the phase difference φ. At first, the pump
power of the first laser is adjusted to decrease the wavelength
detuning δ from 16.69 to 1.92 and reach the optical EIT-like
regime (δ < ∼3.5), where the tuned λ1 = 1538.64 nm and λ2
does not change. Then, the pump power of the second laser is
tuned to control the phase difference φ. When the round-trip
phase 2φ is close to 2nπ, the transmission spectrum exhibits a
narrow and symmetric EIT-like peak, as shown in Fig. 7(a)(i),
where the FWHM of the transparency peak is ∼0.16 nm, corre-
sponding to a QEIT of 9600. The phase shift ∆φ per milliwatt
pump power is linear and∼0.0153π/mW. As the pump power of
the second laser is increased, ∆φ is deterministically controlled
between the full range from 0 to π. For example, Fig. 7(a)(ii)
illustrates a phase control from 0 to 0.075π and Fig. 7(a)(iii)
illustrates a control from 0 to 0.15π. The line shapes are less
symmetric and are tilted to the longer wavelengths, and the cen-
ter peaks are broader with a lower transmission. Both cavity
resonances are not shifted, which indicates independent δ and φ
tuning have now been achieved. When ∆φ = 0.5π, the round-
trip phase is π, and indeed, no EIT-like interference is observed,
further verifying our experiments. As ∆φ is increased contin-
uously above 0.5π, the transparency peaks appear again and
are titled to the shorter wavelengths, as shown in Fig. 7(a)(iv)
and (v).

Fig. 8. (a) Measured transmission lineshapes on six-cavity resonance system
(sample 5). Resonances 2 and 3 are sufficiently close to observe interference.
(b) Expanded spectral measurements for resonances 2 and 3 depicted the inter-
ference peak.

Fig. 8 illustrates measurements of a six-cavity resonance sys-
tem where two resonances are brought into spectral overlap (ω2
and ω3). In this example, the loaded cavity Q is ∼6000 and, as
in the earlier measurements, the transmission contrast for each
cavity is ∼15 dB. Fig. 8(b) shows an expanded detail of the
cavity interferences, with the transparency peak at ∼1565.3 nm.

IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The measured transmission spectra are examined with the
coupled-mode formalism [37], with the theoretical model shown
in Fig. 2(a). The EIT-like system consists of a waveguide side-
coupled to two cavities, where a is the amplitude of the cavity
mode that is normalized to represent the energy of the cavity
mode U = |a|2 , and s is the amplitude of the waveguide mode
that is normalized to represent the power of the waveguide mode
P = |s|2 . The two side-coupled cavity mode amplitudes are
represented by [38], [39]

da1

dt
=

(
− 1

2τtotal,1
+ i(ω1 + ∆ω1 − ωwg)

)
a1 + κs1+ + κsL

(1)

da2

dt
=

(
− 1

2τtotal,2
+ i(ω2 + ∆ω2 − ωwg)

)
a2 + κsR + κs2+ .

(2)

As shown in Fig. 2(a), s1− = exp(−iφ)sL + κa1 , sR =
exp(−iφ)s1+ + κa1 , sL = exp(−iφ)s2+ + κa2 , and s2− =
exp(−iφ)sR + κa2 , with the transmission coefficient T =
|s2−|2/|s1+ |2 solved numerically. κ is the coupling coeffi-
cient between the waveguide mode s(t) and the cavity reso-
nance mode a(t), and is expressed by κ = i exp(−iφ/2)/

√
2τc .

φ = ωwgneff L/c is the phase difference between the two cav-
ities, where neff is the effective index of fundamental mode
(2.768 at 1.55 µm). The total loss rate for the resonance mode
1/τtotal [32] is 1/τtotal = 1/τc + 1/τint , where 1/τc(=ω/Qc)
and 1/τint(=ω/Qint)are the decay rates from the cavity into the
waveguide and into the continuum, respectively.

The calculated transmissions are then shown in the dashed
curves of Figs. 6 and 7. The theoretical results show remarkable
fit with the experimental transmissions. The cavity resonance is
obtained from the minima of the transmission spectra. Qint is
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∼60,000 from the measurements and 3-D FDTD simulations.
Qc of each cavity is slightly adjusted around the measured val-
ues to fit the background shape of the transmission dip. The
phase difference φ is tuned to obtain the similar transmission
lineshapes as experimental data. When the round-trip phase 2φ
is close to 2nπ, the transmission spectrum exhibits a narrow and
almost symmetric EIT-like peak, as shown in Fig. 6(a)(ii)–(iv)
and(b)(ii)–(v) and Fig. 7(a). For samples 2 and 3, as the phase
difference shifts away from 2nπ, the asymmetric Fano-like line-
shape is observed at one side of the transmission dip due to a
small wavelength detuning δ, as shown in Fig. 6(a)(v) and (vi)
and (b)(vi). For sample 4, as the phase difference φ is shifted
away from 0 or π, the EIT-like peaks are less symmetric and
get broader, as shown in Fig. 7(a). Fig. 7(b) show the calcu-
lated corresponding transmission phase shift for the respective
samples. In the EIT-like transparency region, the phase slope is
positive and shows a steep linear normal dispersion. As the cou-
pling strength between two cavities is increased and tuned by
the pump beam, the slope is steeper, indicating a longer photon
delay. The red dots show the locations of EIT peaks or Fano-like
transitions where slow light is expected, in addition to the fast
light regions at two cavity resonances.

V. CONCLUSION

In summary, we demonstrate experimentally the determinis-
tic tuning of all-optical analog to electromagnetically induced
transparency in coherently coupled silicon photonic crystal cav-
ities, with both resonance- and phase tuning control. In our
cavities with wavelength-scale localization, distinctive EIT- and
Fano-like lineshapes are observed in the resonance- and phase-
matched coupled cavity coherent interactions, with measured
EIT-like linewidths narrower than individual resonances. The
maximum Q of our measured transparency resonance is 13,000,
corresponding to an optical delay up to 20 ps. Our experimen-
tal and theoretical results support efforts toward realization of
photon pulse trapping, dynamic bandwidth compression, and
all-optical dynamical storage of light in scalable photonic crys-
tal cavity arrays.
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